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Diffraction imagery of a degraded edge object 
in presence of image motions
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Diffraction images of inooherently illuminated degraded edge in the presence of image 
motions have been studied theoretically. The degrading effects of transverse and 
longitudinal sinusoidal vibrations and linear and parabolic image motions have been 
studied separately. Intensity distribution in diffraction images has been calculated 
using the transfer function approach. The results have been presented graphically.
It has been observed that the consideration of edge degradation effect is much im
portant where the effects of various types of image motions on the performance of 
optical systems are to be evaluated.

1. Introduction
Image formation by optical sys.tem in the presence of disturbing effects 
of aberrations and other constructional defects has been.well studied. 
The sources of external disturbances, such as various types of image 
motions, are very Important in aerial reconnaissance photography [1], 
and in space optios [2-41· Despite the application of image motion 
compensation techniques there always remain some residual image motions. 
Motion degradation in the imagery has, therefore, been one of the im
portant areas of concern in space photography and astronomy. The evalu
ation of the amount and types of motion degradation is desirable in the 
assessment of operational performance of optical systems and in the 
design of image enhancement techniques, because the enhancement of 
imagery usually requires some knowledge of the amount and type of deg
radation introduced in the image. This is also important in the image
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restoration by post-exposure manipulation [5] and in the design of air
borne cameras [6—81· Considerations of image motions are also important 
while dealing with the systems to assess the performance of earth re
sources remote sensors [9]. The philosophical and teohnical implica
tions of MTF analysis techniques, as related to the prediction and 
measurement of photographic and electro—optical system performance, 
are considered by WELCH [10], Various types of image motions of in
terest aret i) linear, ii) parabolic, lii) transverse and longitudinal 
sinusoidal vibrations, and iv) random motion. A good account of var
ious types of motion is given by JENSEN 111. A comprehensive bibliog
raphy concerning the work on image formation in the presence of var
ious types of image motions can be found elsewhere [1, 11-141. More 
recently PHAUJDAR et all. [151 have evaluated the complex transfer 
function for both quadratic .and uniformly accelerated relative motion 
whioh superimposed oscillations. Image degradation due to the random 
motion has been studied by MAHAJAN [161 and the results are tantamount 
to those obtained by SINGH and DHILLON [17l for diffraction of Gaussian 
correlated partially coherent radiation by an annular aperture.

In view of the above discussion, it becomes clear that the calcu
lations of imagery of various objeots in the presenoe of image motion, 
are of considerable interest [11—131. An edge object does not p o s s e s s  
any characteristic dimensions and many of the other objects encount
ered in practice may also be considered as a collection of edge ob
jects with different orientations, contrasts and sharpnesses. There
fore* edge objects find a prominent plaoe among various teat targets. 
The edge spread function is also a valuable concept in the image evalu
ation of optical systems. The MTF evaluation using edge trace analysis 
technique has, for example, been used to assess the image motion com
pensation capabilities of lunar orbiter photographic system in actual 
operation and preflight laboratory testing [18l. The investigations 
of MTF analysis technique, with particular emphasis on edge gradient 
analysis, are useful in prediction and measurement of operation sys
tem performance. These objects are also of considerable importance in 
connection with Mach effect [191. Investigations on the edge image 
have, therefore, been a subjeot of much theoretical and experimental 
research. Some of the papers on the subject are due to BARAKAT [20,211, 
RATTAN and SINGH f22], SHEPPARD and CHOUDHURY [231# GUPTA and SINGH 
[231i and WILSON [251.

In most of the investigations regarding edge image analysis, sharp 
edge objects have been considered. However, in practice, the edge may 
not be ideal, but d e g ra d e d  to various amounts due to limitations in 
generating these objects. KINZLY [26] has, therefore, studied the im
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agery of degraded edge objeots illuminated by partially ooherent 
light. The use of high aa well as low contrast edges as teat targeta 
for determining the linearity of optical Instruments has alao been sug- 
gested by KINZLY [271. Imaging equationa for a simple microdensito- 
meter using quasi-raonoohromatio partially ooherent illumination hare 
also beep developed [28].

The assessment of optical systems with the edge trace analysis will 
not be free from errors if the edge employed is not Ideally sharp.
The results will depend upon the amount of degradation present in the 
edge.

In view of what has been said above, we have theoretically studied 
the diffraction Imagery of degraded edge by an optloal system in pres
ence of transverse and longitudinal sinusoidal vibrations and also in 
presenoe of linear and par&bolle image motloha. The objeot illumina
tion has been considered to be incoherent.

2. Theory
The distribution of intensity transmittance in an Incoherently illumi
nated objeot can be written aa (Fig. 1)s

G(u)

0.0
u/a
1 .0
(W + 2s - u)

s
0.0

u < 0  
0 < u < a

f o» s <  u < W + a
W + a < u < W  + 2a
u > W + 2s

(1)

where u, W and a are expressed in dlffmotion units and considered 
in the dlreotlon of variation of intensity transmlttanoe. The reduced

distance u Is related to the 
aotual distance x by the rela
tion u « nx/AF, where \ is the 
wavelength of light used, and F

Fig. 1. Intensity distribution in the 
degraded edge-object



ie the f-number of the optical system» W muoh longer than unity means 
a degraded edge·

The spatial frequenoy spectrum of the object is the Fourier trans
form of the object intensity distribution 

+oo

0(e)- J 0(u) exp{-i u u]du, (2)
— oo

where u is the dimensionless spatial frequency. By inserting 0(u) 
from Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) and after simplification, it turns out 
to be

0(u) » 4 sin ~  sin ̂  (W + s) expj-iш + e)J/au2. (3)

Now, the frequency spectra of the object and image are related by the 
optical transfer function of the imaging system as

I(w) * 0(«) T(w). (4)

The intensity distribution in the image of an incoherently illuminated 
one-dimensional object is the inverse Fourier transform of I(m), i.e.

2
I(v) > J T(u) 0(w) exp{iv«]d«, (5)

-2
which after substitution of 0(w) gives 

2£. sinus/2 f, l
I(v) « 4 |T(u) --- -—  sin “ (W ♦ s) expl-itf (2v - W - 2a)|d«. (6)J a w2 2 12 J

-2
Here v la the dlstanoe in the image plane in the diffraction unite·
It is well known that the lntenaity is a real quantity. Therefore, 
taking the real part of Eq. (6), we nay write 

2
I(v) . | jT(u) sin|(W + a) ooa{| (2v - 2a - W) +e}du, (7)

0
where e la the phase angle in case of parabolic motion. Now the trans
fer function T(u) of the space Invariant system in the presence of 
image motion, exoept for the case of longitudinal vibrations, can be 
written aa
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T(u) * D(m) t<«), (8)
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where D(&>) is the transfer function of the optical system, and for a 
diffraction limited system with oircular aperture it is given by

D.(w) 2 2 (9)

The transfer funotion t(») of different types of motion is known 
f1 * 29-31]. For linear image motion, it is written as

t(qi) = sinc(wAw) exp(-i wA u>), (10)

where A = (vttt/2AF) is the motion parameters, t. is the interval of 
exposure, and v is the relative linear velocity of the image plane. 
For transverse sinusoidal vibrations, it is written as

t(«i) - J0(w A <o), (11)

where JQ is the Bessel funotion of aero-order and first kind. A *
» 2fqB/AF, where 0ffl is the amplitude of angular displacement of the 
Image and F Is the f-nuraber of the Imaging system. The transfer 
funotion for the parabolic motion Is given by

t(w) (i? + I|)
1/2

2(« A) 1/2 exp{i tan”1 (Ig/If)}. (1 2)

2Here the motion parameter A a Bt*/2\F, B is a constant, and 1^ and 
I2 are the well-known Fresnel's integrals given by

2>/IttT 2v'TST
11 ■ |  oos(rtu2/2)du and Ig » J sin(mi2/2)du.

0 0
The transfer funotion of longitudinal vibrations oannot be expressed by 
the product of two functions [30], but is written as

1-«/2 1/2 
*<«» - i  f ^ ) { 1 - (5 + «>/2)2] eos(*i0‘!|.)di , (13)

0

where &1 is the amplitude of vibrations and zQ represents the aver
age amount of defooussing of the Image plane, both b 1 and being
expressed In dlffraotien units.
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3. Results and discussion
Intensity distributions In the image of a degraded edge (i.e·, W  1) 
In the presence of various types of Image motion hare been evaluated 
losing Bq· (?). Due to the presenoe of highly oscillatory trigonorae- 
trie functions, the integral was di-jrided into eight parts and than 
evaluated by high order Gauss quadrature method using 40-Gauss points· 
Our results in the ease of an ideal edge for various amounts of image
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Pig· 2· Intensity distribution in tho 
image of degraded edge (s ■ 1*0) in the 
presenoe ef linear image motion· Lin
ear phase put in Tig) has been neg
lected

Pig* 3# The same as in Pig. 2, but in 
the preeenee of transverse vibrations

notion agree with those published by RATTAN and SINGH*(22 j, while the 
results of degraded .«edge in the absenoe of any image motion agree with 
those of KINZLY 1261· Tha usual criterion for normalisation, i.e.,
I (— oo ) ■ 0.0, and I(oo ) « 1.0, requires the knowledge of the area 
under the lrradlanoe curve whioh is tedious to calculate. Henoe, the 
intensity at the oentre of the geometrical edge, i.e., v * W/2, has 
been taken as unity fpr the purpose of normalisation.

Figures 2-5 show the normalised . intensity in the image of a degrad
ed edge with the degradation parameters s *» 1.0 and afflicted by rav- 
lous amounts of linear motion, transverse and longitudinal sinusoidal
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Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 2, but in 
presence of longitudinal vibrations

Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 2, but in pres
ence of parabolic image motion

Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 2, but for 
s * 5.0

Fig. 7. The same as in Fig. 3, but for 
a » 5.0
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Fig· 8. The same as in Fig. 4, but for Fig. 9. The same as in Fig. 5, but for
s ■ 5.0 s » 5.0

-vibrations and parabolic Image motion, respectively. Figures 6-9 show 
the same results for s » 5.0. Results for s « 10.0 have also been 
calculated, but not presented here. In some cases results for an ide
al edge have been marked by dotted curves for comparative reasons. 
Figure 10(a-o) shoes the behaviour of the edge gradient for s « 5.0. 
Figure 11 shows typioal lsophotes or the lines of constant flux den
sity for s ■ 5.0. Examples of the relief of flux density, i.e., I(v), 
A and r relationship, in the degraded edge image for linear, trans
verse and parabolic motions have been shown in Fig. 12(a-o). The gen
eral trend of the results in the three cases of linear motion and

Fig. 10. Edge gradient for a * 5.0 in presence of linear motion, transverse ( a ) and 
longitudinal ( b ) vibrations, and parabolic motion { c )
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Pig. 11. Isophotea for s » 5.0 in presence of linear motion, 
transverse and longitudinal vibrations, and parabolic motion

transverse longitudinal vibrations Is the sane. Therefore, in what 
follows the results of these three types of motion have been disous- 
sed oollectively. Important conclusions from our investigations may 
be summarized as follows*

i) The slope of the intensity distribution curves at v « s/2 has 
the heighest value for the motion free case and is decreased as the 
amount of motion increases. It also decreases with the increasing 
amount of degradation. This can be easily inferred from Figs. 2-9# 

il) The edge spread function is always equal to 0.5 at v * s/2 
irrespective of the amount and type of image motion if the phase part 
in Eq. (10) is neglected. The position of half intensity level shifts 
towards the right with the increasing amount of degradation. The val·- 
ues of intensity for negative values of v cannot be calculated by 
the common relation I(-v) » 1.0 - I(v). This relation, however, holds 
good, provided the origin is shifted to the position v * s/2. As the 
amount of motion increases, the intensity in the tail of the ourve in
creases and the maximum intensity equal to unity is reaohed at higher 
values of v.

iii) The behaviour of edge gradient is somewhat Similar to the vari
ation observed while passing from coherent tp tfeS incoherent cases 
through different stages of partially coherent illumination» the dif-
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ference Is that the variation in the prises·· of Inage notion Is larger 
than In the oase of partial eoherenoe for the sen· amount of degrada
tion of the edge.

Iv) It Is also Inferred froa the figure· for «dge gradient that 
transverse vibrations are sore deleterious than linear notion or lon
gitudinal 'vibrations. For lower values of inag· notion parameter A or

combined with higher amount of degradation, the Image may resemble 
that of a disk of larger diameter and may lead te misinterpretation of 
results.

v) It is Inferred from Figs. 5 and 9 that In the presenoe of para
bolic motion, the edge spread function Is not equal to 5.0 and v » 
a v/s as in other eases. This Is so because the transfer function for 
parabollo image motion Is complex valued having both a real and an
imaginary part. It Is this phase part whioh makes It difficult to lo
cate the geometrical edge in the image. For example, for A » 2.0, the 
intensity in the image of an edge fer 8 ■ 1.0 at r » 0.5 Is 0.835 
and In the image of an edge for s ■ 5.0 Its value at v > 2.5 Is 
0.81i whereas if an intensity equal to 0.5 is looked for, the geome
trical edge will be Incoherently predicted bepause this value of in
tensity occurs at v « -2.8.for s * 1.0 and at v ■ -1.0 for s * 5.0*

As can be Inferred from Fig. 10c the edge gradient at v * s/2 and 
at points where I(v)t0*5, decreases with the increasing amount of 
motion. However, the edge gradient at v « O.G shows a different be
haviour. It Increases initially and goes up to some maximum value for
a small degradation of the edge. It appears to be maximum at A a 0.5
and then decreases. This clearly indicates that the shape of the edge 
should be duly considered. If the edge Is not ideal but suffers from 
degradation, then the edge gradient at geometrical edge (i.e., at v *
= 0.0) will give misleading results as It does not decrease monotonio- 
ally with the increasing amount of motion. Therefore, the knowledge 
of the amount of imperfeotlon due to degradation seems to be of signi
ficant importance In the oorreot interpretation of the results of the 
edge trace analysis*
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4. Discussion of the accuracy in the numerical evaluation 
of the integrals

As already mentioned, the functions/integrands which have been evalu
ated are 030111atory In nature*. The Gauss quadrature method Is good 
for OTF calculations t321 and it gives good aoouraoy with 20 points. 
But, In the Imaging calculations one must use more points say up to 
50, BARAKAT [321 has discussed In detail the merits and demerits of 
various computational schemes and we need not ‘go Into this discussion 
here*
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ДИФРАКЦИОННОЕ ОТОБРАЖЕНИЕ ДЕГРАДИРОВАННОГО КРАЯ ВСЛЕДСТВИЕ 
ДВИЖЕНИЯ ИЗОБРАЖЕНИЯ

Теоретически иоследованы дифракционные изображения некогерентно освещенного края в условиях движения изображения. Отдельно иоследованы деградационные эффекты при продольных и поперечных синусоидальных колебаниях, а также при линейных и параболических движениях изображения. Рассчитано распределение освещенности в дифракционных изображениях при использовании функции переноса. Результаты предотавяены графически. Отмечено, что эффект деградации края является важным при о- ценке влияния эффектов различного типа движений изображения на качество работы оптических систем.


